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Although David is best known for his work in glass and neon, he also has deep roots in 
the tradition of wood sculpture.  David has worked at Alaska Indian Arts where he 
teaches woodcarving techniques of the Tlingit Indian tradition.  He also has an interest in 
the classic form of kokeshi dolls of Japan, but made his first kokeshi out of glass, using 
glass blowing techniques that echo the wood lathe work of traditional kokeshi artisans.  
Kazumi Kobayashi Svenson is from Sendai, Japan and shares David’s love for kokeshi. 
Kazumi, a neon artist and teacher of glass blowing, collaborated with David to design and 
produce these examples of “Electric Kokeshi”. 
Kazumi’s two other works titled “Ranhu” (category of gold fish) and “Tancho” (White 
body and red head) express her interest in water life. 
Both artists are involved with the Museum of Neon Art in downtown LA and show their 
work on occasion as well as teach classes in neon design. 
 
 “Electric Kokeshi” # 1 & 2: 
Both Kazumi and I have an interest in Kokeshi Doll’s. 
These are small Japanese wooden folk sculptures that are turned on the lathe and simply 
painted.  Different villages in Japan have different styles but generally they capture a 
beauty and preciousness in simple form and color that is the essence of Japanese 
aesthetic. 
In these neon works we are attempting to capture some of that essence in a much bolder 
material. 
This method of “painting” with light, pure light, has been experimented with by artists, 
such as bay area artist Cork Marcheschi as well as the sign industry for many years but 
the excitement for us is to put this light in a different context. By combining two very 
different traditions, a folk art in ways, one with luminous light and one deeply rooted in 
the warmth of the Japanese countryside, we challenge your open mindedness. 
  
 “Tancho” & “Ranchu” by Kazumi Kobayashi Svenson: 
Kazumi is bending different colored glass into her simple design representing her love of 
two types of goldfish.  She likes playing with the background canvas rectangle in relation 
with the pleasing colors of the luminous tubing that precariously reaches out of the 
picture plain. 
 
David:  I have been using neon and teaching it as an art form for over 31 years.  I 
experiment with different ways of making neon and combining it with other materials 
such as wood glass and concrete. 
I am on the board of trustees of the Museum of Neon Art in LA and am dedicated to 
sharing the light. 
I teach sculpture at the Academy of Art University in SF, have done many workshops 
teaching neon at Pilchuck Glass School, in Washington, Corning Glass School and Urban 
Glass in New York as well in Japan. 



Kazumi Kobayashi Svenson has been off hand  and torch work glass blowing in Japan for 
25 years and has a great interest in Neon. Many of Kazumi’s own work deal with deep 
sea and water creatures. She and David live in Wrightwood, CA.   
 


